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Confusion
 
Yelling and screaming
Pain and sadness
all one emotion
The last day
The only time ever again
Stress and nerves
everything in one
every time
all the time
The pain and guilt never ends
All the ways you could have saved them
all one big regret all one big wish
The only thing I want is my life back
Confusion
to many thoughts
all racing through my mind at once
Deppresing thoughts
Happy thoughts
they make you want to snap
Depressed all the time
never being happy
always waiting
Depression makes you insane
sadness crazy
happiness never a thought in the mind
always hidding
alwasy beeing seen
alwyas screaming
never beeing heard
always crying
never help
Drugs and highs
never knowing
always telling
some how wrong
some how right
always knowing
never telling
Up's Down's
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confusion
always, always, always
never, never, never
HELP!
 
 
Dear Readers: Sorry about all the randomness. Hope you enjoyed it.
 
Cece Evans
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How Can I Really Do This?
 
How am I supposed to be with him,
when I am in love with some one else?
 How can I love him when he never shows emotion?
How am I supposed to know what is right?
 Am i supposed to live with the fact
that he is not the only one I love?
 What can I do to get over the fact that,
I am the ONLY one he wants?
 What ever it is,
I need guidence so help me if you can.
 
This may not be like the rest of my work but it comes from the heart. These are
questions i canstantly ask myself. But needing guidence I really do need it. I
dont thing I can figure all this out on my own.
 
Cece Evans
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I Am
 
I am a million smiles, and a thousand tears
I wonder how my life can go so quickly
I hear screaming in my head and all around me
I want to be as far away from reality as possible
I am a million smiles, and a thousand tears
 
I pretend I can do no wrong
I fell pain and happiness
I touch people's hearts in many different ways
I worry about people around me
I cry when I have to think of bad times gone by
I am a million smiles, and a thousand tears
 
I understand people can do no wrong
I say no one understands me
I dream of one thing in a million ways
I try to be the best I can
I hope i can be my own person
I am a million smiles, and a thousand tears
 
Cece Evans
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Silent, Loud, Eternal
 
Silent is the blood rushing
through the veins in my body.
The thoughts screaming in my head,
That I wish other people could hear.
The tears I wish I could cry.
      Loud are the screams for the lonely.
The voices rushing around me so fast
I don't know where I am.
The sound of girls talking about me
in a way I don't want to hear.
 
      Eternal are the cries for help,
no one will ever hear.
The pain held inside.
The love I want and can never have.
  
       Silent is my smile.
     Loud is the laughter in my heart.
   Eternal is all my wishes for the future.
 
Cece Evans
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The Graceful Battle Field
 
Across the broken field,
A defenseless prisoner was trying to save the:
uncivilized soldier.
       The inncent sky begging,
for a second chance.
       Wounded soldiers lying in the dirt.
      Blood spills on the ground,
Because of the brutal murder all around everywhere.
       Angels who have lost their wings sacrificing themselves for others.
      The co-existing diversity,
sets the boundaries between,
life and death.
       The sacred dove flies gracefully over:
the blood red sky.
 
Cece Evans
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